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Abstract: The Infomiation and Communication Technology (JCT) has continue to gain momentum w_ithin 

framework of potential efforts and strategies to boost all faucets of human ende_avou:s amon~ whzch is 

acquisition of skills in Technical, Vocational Education and Training (TVET) for life-skills and life learning 

that could lead to employment and job creation in today's new economy. The impact of Covid-19 has brought 

about many challenges that include changes in ways of life that affects work, relationships, economy, choices, 

education, business, and many more. TVET has a greater role to play in making sure that its students (J.nd the 

existing technical workforce are given appropriate training to remain employable in the new economy of post 

Covid-19. Regrettably, many graduates of TVET do not poses computer soft skills required for Job success in 

post Covid-19. This paper reviewed the VLEs currently in use for theory lessons and identified Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) as appropriate online technology that should be used for lesson delivery considering the nature 

of TVET and the resultant challenges of covid-19 pandemic. The paper also identified areas of application of 

Al in industries in which training is conducted in TVET. The paper recommended among others that TVET 

institutions should begin planning and commencement of AI programmes towards workforce upgrade for the 

new economy. 
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Introduction 

It is cle~r that Info~ation and Communications Technology (ICT) has emerged as a formidable 

force with the ~otential to transform Technical, Vocational Education and Training (TVET) ti 

new economy m which gain_ing digital literacy and knowledge of the effective and creative us~ro~ 

ICTs has never been more Important. The ~ost important features of TVET are its orientation 

to~ards the world of wo:k and the emphasis of its curriculum on the acquisition of em lo able 

skills. Hence, the emphasis on psychomotor domain that deals primarily with ph · I p y · 

skills devel t · · TVET H 
YSICa or practical 

opme_n m . owever, Key practical challenges of increasing the u f ICT · 

TVET (lack of mfrastructure, high initial cost & on-going costs secu · . se .
0 

s m 

issues for equipment, need to upgrade staff skills & developmen~ nty_ issues, envrronmental 

u~grad~s) remain_deadly tr~ats to achieving this heroic task. The c~:d~~~g~!;on~ta~t cha~ge & 

d1Srupt1on educat10n has witnessed in recent history. The im act of C . p ei:ruc is the biggest 

global challenges faced by the education industry (Ch P . avid-~ 9 cnses added to the 

relations~ips, e~onomy, choices, education, business, an~n;~set:a~i'~f life that affec~ work, 

to play m makmg sure that the existing technical worldi . T has a challengmg role 

emplo_yable in the new economy. What are the a ro ri orces possess needed skills to remain 

Leammg Environments (VLE) available for d'ffi pp p ate on1m~ technologies, that is Virtual 

era? 1 erent types of leammg in TVET in post Covid-19 

TVET system in Nigeria 

The success of TVET in any dev I . 
advancement in development U e opmg country can be considered a ke . . 

prerequisite for sustaining th~ NESCO (2011) recognizes this fact hy ~d1cator of the country's 

development. A quali TV complex structure of modern . T V: en it stated that TVET is a 

contribute to poverty ty d ~T programme help to p c1v1 izatton and economic and social 

. . re uctmn as 11 
romote a cou try' 

margmalized communities (UNE we as ensures the . 1 n s economic growth, 

TVET such that it continues t SCO 2013). The united nat' soc~a and economic inclusion of 

o coordinate its development to~ ~s placed so much emphasis on 

. 52 wor dwide for quality assurance. Thus, 
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any c~untry that ev~lved into a technological advanced one, TVET must have played an active 
and vit~l role, as skilled work force would have been required, also to enable its sustainability. 
Acc?~dmg to Atchoarena & Delluc (2001 ); TVET refers to education, which is mainly to lead 
~articipa1_1ts to acquire the practical skills, knowhow and understanding necessary for employment 
in _a _particular ~ccupati~n, trade or group of occupations. Uwaifo (2010) defined · TVET as the 
traming of te~hnically oriented personnel who are to be the initiators, facilitators and implementers 
of techno~ogical . development of a nation by adequately training its citizenry on the need to be 
technologically hterate, leading to self-reliance and sustainability. TVET as defined by UNESCO 
(20~1) and adopted by the Federal Republic of Nigeria in her national policy on education (2014 p. 
29) 1s: 

TVET is: 

. 
''Refem'ng to those aspects of the educational process involving in addition to 

gene~a~ _education, the study of technologies and related sciences and the 
acqutsttton of practical skills, attitudes, understanding and knowledge relating 
to occupations in various sectors of economic and social life 11 

• An integral part of general education; 

• A means of preparing for occupational fields and for effective participation in the world of 
work; 

• An aspect of lifelong learning and a preparation for responsible citizenship; 

• An instrument for promoting environmentally sound suitable development 

• A method of alleviating poverty 

The goals of TVET in Nigeria as further stated in the national policy on education are to: 

• Provide trained manpower in the applied sciences, technology and business particularly at 
craft, advanced craft and technical levels; 

• Provide the technical knowledge and vocational skills necessary for agricultural, commercial 
and economic development; 

• Give training and impart necessary skills to individual who shall be self-reliant economically. 

A glean from the above, TVET broadly refers to deliberate interventions to bring about learning, 
which would make people adequately productive in designated areas of economic activity such as, 
economic sectors, occupations, and specific work tasks. TVET thus equips people not only with 
vocational and technical skills, but also with a broad range of knowledge, skills and attitudes 
recognized as indispensable for meaningful participation in work and life. It is the goal of TVET to 
prepare learners for specific jobs or types of work, often including practical and/ or procedural 
activities. TVET can take place either in formal schools (primary through post primacy schools/ 
technical colleges, polytechnics and the universities), or informally (training at the workplace, 
enterprise and apprenticeship training centers as well as by distance media). In Nigeria traditional 
apprenticeship offers the greater opportunity for the acquisition of employable skills in the informal 
sector, while formal TVET programmes are school-based. The covid-19 crises has brought about 
greater challenges that have made stake holders in the education industry to embrace the use of 
Distance Leaming (DL) for the covid-19 pandemic era. 

The national policy on education (Federal Republic of Nigeria, 2014), presented technical and 
vocational subjects at all levels of education. The duration of the school-based TVET in the 9-3-4 
educational system, is nine years pre-vocational skills at primary and j~nior secondary schools. 
Higher vocational skills are offered for ~ree year~ and four years at s~mor secondary s~hool and 
tertiary institutions respectively. Developing effective school-based cumculum at the :anous levels 
of TVET for DL in life-skills and life learning must be based on psychomotor theoretical concepts. 
It is important to survey the taxonomy o~ the ps~chom?to~ domain before examining the 
appropriateness of ICTs for teaching and leammg practical skills m TVET. 
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The psychomotor domain has five main categories (Dave 1975): . . 

I. Imitation: The leamer goes through a period of trial and error to umtate an act that has been 

explained and demonstrated. 

2. Manipulation: The leamer ·practices the skills until some level of competence is attained. 

3. Precision: The learners continue to practice until they attain the competency requirement. 

4. Articulation: The learners attain higher-level expertise that allows them to solve problems. 

5. Naturalization: The leamers reach a stage where responses can be automatic (routine). 

It is interesting to note that only during the imitation stage does the learner need explanation and 

demonstration. During the manipulation, precision, articulation, and naturalization stages, the 

learner can practice independently to perfect their skills. Consequently, the imitation stage is the 

most critical_ phase of practical skills development, because it requires most guidance and support 

m VLE. It 1~ im~ortant to note that the teaching of practical skills would always require the 

support of skilled mstructors and a range of tools or equipment. 

How Leaming Takes Place 

Leaming occurs through five sens d · · · · · 

1 

. fr th fi es an m varymg amounts. Fo11owmg 1s estimated amount of 

eammg om e ve senses (Kupsh & Mason, 1986): 

✓ Taste: 1% 

✓ Touch: 1.5% 

✓ Smell: 3.5% 

✓ Hearing: 11 % 

✓ Seeing: 83% 

The amount of information that people retain is also . 

Mason_ (Table I) also provide some interesting insi ht:~/mp~rtant aspect of learning. Kupsh and 

the vanous senses over time: g gardmg the amount of retention through 

Material heard only 

Material seen only 

Material both heard and seen 

Table I: Retention of Leaming 

After 3 hours(%) 

70 

72 

85 

ICT tools fort hi eac ng psychomotor skills 

After 3 days (%) 

10 

20 

65 

The l~aming of practical skills is 
matenals and equipment most often associated with 

;~h::~:~·ui~::~~es the ;,::~:t::;~;:r:i~tequently, 7:i::~~f :c:~J~!ra~ories, specialist 

common u am obJects m order to d 10n to perform a task . e or practice and 

the Inteme~~ :i t~aching and learning inc!u~monstrate creativity and ;olt alsl, requires the learner 

audio ra h' _e me technology, wire] e. aud1ocassette ta e . per orm a task. ICTs in 

technof oJ i:~,:~te::ctive television, vid~ic:::,inology, web-ba;e~• ~:to, videotapes, CD-ROM, 

debvery. Common a delivery mechanism th e~encmg, and open and ;g, aud10 conferencing, 

computer-based ins approaches in current e ocus IS on packa . istance learning. When 

Leaming (ODL) pro::n (CBI), and web-~:e:c!ude comput:~s~~t;e . content for digital 

es make extensive use f or on1ine instructi e mstruction (CAI), 

0 technology as their d or Open and Distance 
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For the VLE the teach · f . ' 
and th eory H dd d mg O practical skills poses more difficulties than the teaching of knowledge 

se lf-inflicted b a a and Draxler (2002) noted however that the inability to meet the challenge is 

Age problem eVcaLuEse_ of a tendency to use Industrial Age models to solve Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
s. mclude: 

✓ MOODLEs and blackboard 
' 

✓ web-based learning environments 
' 

✓ virtual reality settings such as Second Life 
' 

✓ software that aims to teach skills 
' 

✓ educational games and simulations 
' 

✓ use of discussion forums to promote learning, and 

✓ knowledge exchange, among others. 

Simulators are often used in TVET t dd fi · · · · I h f · · 
d t ffi . . o a ress sa ety concerns durmg the m1tla p ase o trammg 

;n ° t :it ~0st m rentmg equipment for training crane operators and truck drivers. In its simplest 

orz:n, ec O ogy can be used for drill and practice to complement instruction. Most VLEs are 

d~ig~ed for ~heory l~ssons and are not suitable for teaching and learning skills. The question is, 

w at appropriate onlme technology will provide interactive educational content delivery befitting 
of the new economy? 

Artificial intelligence in TVET 

The incr~asing need_ for intelligent and accurate decision-making across industries has led to an 

expo~ent1al growth m the adoption of AI and Machine Leaming (ML) technologies, which will 

remam relevant in years to come. Villani (2018) captured the emergence of artificial intelligence in 

one sentence; "We have entered an era in which all, or almost all, phenomena can be measured 

and quantified using all kinds of sensors and models". Artificial intelligence refers to the 

simulation of human intelligence in machines. Machines are programmed to think like and mimic 

the actions of humans. The term also applies to any machine that exhibits traits associated with a 

human mind such as learning and problem solving as in the case of TVET. Artificial intelligence, 

sometimes called machine intelligence, is intelligence demonstrated by machines, unlike the 

natural intelligence displayed by humans and animals (Wikipedia, 2020). Hindi (2020) defined AI 

as a field of research that involves providing machines with autonomous behavior. Artificial 

intelligence (AI) is a set of technologies and building blocks, all utilizing data to unlock intelligent 

value across industries and businesses (Zohuri & Rahmani, 2019). Autodesk (2020) described the 

role of AI as an augmentation to human work. Busch (2017) defines AI as a constellation of 

technologies that allow smart machines to extend huma~ capabilities by sensing, co~prehending, 

acting and learning-thereby allowing p_eople to ach1~ve I?uch ~ore. D~ductmg . from the 

definitions above AI refers to the simulation of human mtelhgence m machmes. While human 

develops the broad strategy, a machine takes care of the calculations. 

In light of this encompassing definition, a new economy ~s born (#6.' Table 2) which is ~~wledge 

and idea-based economy where the keys to job . creation and higher sta.ndards o~ hvmg are 

innovative ideas and technology embedded in services and manufactured _products dnven by AI. 

F f AI Ctl·ve machines limited memory, theory of mmd and self-awareness 
our types o are rea ' . • • th · th Id d 

(Wiki d · 2o2o) AI · new and emerging education and trammg pa ways m e wor to ay. 

A 
p~ ia, B ·h- (

20
1
s
1
a
7
) ducation will see a boost in GVA from 0.9 percent to 1.6 percent by 

ccordmg to usc , e . d · · f th 
· from 2.1 to 4.4 percent. On mdustry outputs, e uca~1on _ is one o e 

2035 and manufacturmg . f AI fits by m· dustry· education is expected to 
l I 2· h for the impact o on pro . . . . 
owest, I.~ to .. ' o~ever,o rofit b 2035. The reason for the low industry mputs is that AI is 

top other _mdustr1es ':1th 841/o p r r~vides a reach database on which teachers and students can 

not targetmg human Jobs b~t ratb~ . P k' The covid-19 pandemic has further reshaped the 

build their skills and help m decision-ma mg(. T bl Z) 
economies of the world to a new economy #6 see a e · 
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. · E ·es"( Source: Adapted from Kafka, 2013) 
Table 2: Six "New conom1 . . 'w ... ,. 

-__ ..,.,-, ___ ;=::.:..;~~~Jr,":i~• ~i~~·j• i~~'f!~' "!,M[ '; •''!~~-:";:I"'-~-~:·: / ·· ··, ~ ~e~o:~ Htf ,~w,.- •1,; • 

i. . . ··Atso kb.own as,· ·~ · ·· · C ·1 I ~-=-~-~-::: ==-~-i, -"7-:-,,½·:,:~T~'i1~e~I~nd~u_:::strial 1787-1842 otton text1 es, ron, 

New Economy ~l. • Steam power 
-.';] Revolution 
· · 1 · 1842-1897 Railroads 

_ .New·Econo~y #2 ---:1 The Bourgeois 
·: 'j Kondratieff 

:New Economy #3 ,': i The New-
-~- · .i Mercantilist 

I ~•' 

. ~ Kondratieff 

.//:1 The Cold-War 
,\,~~ Kondratieff 
·:~_-,·-~ 

·:.'(t, • 

.. ~e:w E~o~?my -~~'~ ti The Information 
,,.\~ Age 
'·1"..,.1:.t 
't,,, 

I _ · N_ew Ecoiiofuy #6:.; f j The Artificial 

L :,:J{~ Intelligence Age 
,' . '11f.~ 

, ,. . .. ,., . . )_ ii~~ Mohammed, B. M. 

1897-1939 

1939-1989 

1989-2020 

2020-???? 

Electricity, 
Automobile 

Defense, Television, 

Mainframe 
computers 

Personal computers, 

Telecommunication 

s, Entertainment 

AI, ML, Robotics 

AI-powered systems deliver constantly rising rates of return due to their ability to learn, adapt and 

evolve over time. There will be a need for new skills in the workforce that integrate technical 

expertise, with a new emphasis on human abilities-judgment, communication, creative 

thinking-that complement technologies (Busch, 2017). Purdy (2017) states the potential of AI as 

the new factor of production: 

"AI can drive growth in at least three important ways. First, it can 

create a new virtual workforce-what we call intelligent automation. 

Second, Al can complement and enhance the skills and ability of 

existing workforces and physical capital. Third, like other previous 

technologies, AI can drive innovations in the economy. Over time, 

this becomes a catalyst for broad structural transformation as 

economies using AI not only do things differently, they will also do 

different things ." 

The computer is programmed to learn increasingly abstract concepts, and to combine these 

different concepts with one another. ML is a branch of AI that seeks to provide the machine with 

e~amples of b~ha_vior, whic~ ena?l~ it to lea~ to recreate such behavior itself. For example, if the 

picture of a buil_dmg or furmture 1s lnlputed mto_the computer, it would process the outlines of the 

shape of the obJect, learn the concept of an outlme, and then combine the outlm' es t th 

. . . . o recreate e 

image of the face of that obJect. Data 1s the raw material used to produce artifi · 1 · 11 · 
T h' h · · • 1c1a mte 1gence. 

eac mg p~yc omotor skills m design, manufacturing and production is ossibl · AI 

recreate design and manufacture products. AI will perform manufactu . p . e usmg to 

design time, and reduce materials waste . . ring, quality control, shorten 

maintenance, and much more including: ' lnlprove Productmn reuse, perform predictive 

Education: Educators armed with data d . . . h 
- nven ms1g t can m k · 'fi . 

systems, students, and curriculums (Zoh • & R a e a s1gm 1cant impact on school 

responsive to labour market demands. Bun anal ~hma~i, 2019) . Education systems must be 

student~, ensure students are making ade y yzmg btg data, educators can identify at-risk 

~valu_at1on, decision-making and sup ort q?te progress, and can implement a better system for 

d1dentified ~ve different hierarchical ievelso otfeadchers _and principals. Haddad and Drexler -(2002) 

emonstrat1on drill d . . e ucation wher ICT . 

outlined below'(T bl an . practice, mteraction, and collab . e s can be used : presentation, 

a e 3). oration. The levels and technologies are 
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Table J: Appropriate Technology for Different Teaching Levels (Source: Haddad & Drexler, 2002) 

TECHNOLOGY 

Use Text Audio Video Computer Internet Text 

Presentation X X X X X X 

Demonstration X X X X X X 

Drill and Practice X (e.g. language lab) X X 

Interactive hyperlink X X X 

Collaborative Networked X 

Selecting a technology or a combination of technologies for teaching and learning depends on 

factors such as available infrastructure, pedagogical constraints, learners' characteristics, subject 

matter, content, and time available to teach and learn. ICTs allow the delivery of education to 

ad~pt to an individual needs as opposed to having the individual adapt to how the education is 

delivered . Education will not be confined to the four walls of a classroom but to wherever and 

whei:iev~r the learner deems appropriate. The question is, what appropriate online technology will 

provide mteractive educational content delivery befitting of the new economy? 

Effects of globalization and ICTs on TVET skiIIs 

The decline of industrial jobs in advanced economies is only partially related to globalization; 

technological change has had more profound impact on the labour market, because "today 's 

workplaces are often in multi locations characterized by cultural diversity. Advancement in 

technology has helped to reduce production workforce and economies of scale, thus boost 

industrial productivity, and causing a movement of labour from industry to the service sector. 

There seems to be no consensus regarding the impact of technological change on the workplace 

and its effects on jobs and skills, hence, life-skills and lifelong learning has become dynamic. ICTs 

can downsize skills and competence to single-task machine tending, and can upgrade skills and 

competence to multi-task work relying on greater creativity. When a machine performs jobs that 

were used to be done by skill labour, it reduces the skill requirement of the artisan in what may be 

referred to as de-skilling; whereas, the soft skills and machine maintenance skills that will most 

certainly be required, are up-skilling jobs for life-skills and lifelong learning. AI is already making 

global impact in the following skill areas: 

I . Quality Checks: Machine vision allows ma~hines to "see" the products on_ the pr?duction line 

and spot any imperfections. Some defects m ~roducts too small ~o be noticed w~~ the naked 

eye, can be detected by machines equipped with cameras many times more sens1t1ve than the 

human eyes. 

2. Prediction of Failure Modes: We can make false conclusio~s con_cernin~ products and phroce
1

sseks . 

Products can fail in a variety of ways, irrespective oft~e_v1sual mspect1on . A product t at oo ' S 

"- ·11 b k down soon after its first use. S1mdarly, a product that looks flawed may 

per,ect may st1 rea · · d h ' 

still do its ·ob erfectly well. The way we observe objects and flaws 1s biased an many t mgs 

• J p h h m AI can use vast amounts of data on how products are tested 

may be d1fferen t t an t ey see . . . 

d h h fi to identify the areas that need more attention 111 tests . 
an ow t ey per orm , . . 

. . . e · Predictive maintenance allows companies to predict when mach~es 

3. Predtcltv~ Mamtenan~ h h. h racy Predictive maintenance prevents unplanned downtime 

need mamtenance wit . ig ~ccu ;ors and advanced analytics embedded in manufacturing 

by using ML technologies sued as sen AI systems can draw conclusions regarding a machine's 

. t B analyzing the ata , our . 
eqmpmen · Y . . . . der to make predictive maintenance possible. 

condition and detect ITreguianties m or 
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·· . . th t involves a program generating a number 

t
. e Desion- Generative design is a. process nag;..,eers input design goals and parameters 

4 Genera w b • • · Designers or e i.u 
• d · 

. f tputs to meet specified cntena. d d ost constraints into generative es1gn software 

o r as materials manufacturing metho . s, an il~ ML techniques to learn from the iteration 

sue ' . The solution ut izes f d · · • 

to explore design alternatives. 1 'th to find countless ways o es1gmng a simple 

what works and what does not, and use a g~n lmd ign does not replace human creativity but 

d t tera) Computationa es . • • 
thing (chair, table, an e ce · d' the limits of design and 1magmat10n. 

rather aids and accelerates the process, expan mg . 

. . . . . al re resentation of a factory, product, or service. The 

5. Digital Twins: A digital twm is a _vrrtu ttr 'bp t of its real-world counterpart using sensors, 

representation matches the p~ysical ~ di ~~s ltimate vision for the digital twin is to create, 

cameras, an~ other_ data co~ect10n ~e o ~ I e u vironment. Only where it performs to the 

test and buil~ ~esrred eqm~me
11
nt m a f:v tu;ed e~he physical build is tied back to its digital 

requirements it is then physica y manu ac . . . Id b b . d 

th th d. ·t 1 twin contains all the information that cou e o tame 

twin through sensors so at e igi a 

by inspecting the physical build. 

6. Environmental Impact: AI could help to transform manufacturing ~y reduc~g'. or ~ven revers_ing 

its environmental impact. Extraction of nickel, cobalt, graphite for hthmm-ion battenes, 

increased production of plastic, huge energy consumption, e-waste - just to n~me a few. AI can 

support developing new eco-friendly materials and help optimize energy efficiency. 

7. Price Forecasts: To manufacture products, first there is need to purchase the necessary 

resources, and sometimes the prices can become unstable. For example, the price of stainless 

steel is affected by a variety of factors, including the listings of Metal Exchange or the prices of 

other elements, some of which are not listed on the metal exchange. With the rapid chai:iges in 

prices, sometimes it may be hard to assess the best time to buy resources. Knowing the prices of 

resources is also necessary for companies to estimate the price of their products. The system is 

able to provide accurate price recommendations just like in the case of dynamic pricing used by 

e-commerce businesses like Amazon where machine-learning algorithms analyze historical and 

competitive data to always offer competitive prices and make even more profit. 

8. Robotics: Conventional industrial robots are specifically programmed to carry out the tasks they 

are cre~ted to do. The conventional robots need to be provided with a fixed procedure of 

assembling parts; however, AI-powered robots can interpret CAD models, which eliminate the 

nee_d to progr~m their _movements and processes. However, soft skills and machine 

~amtenance . skills that will most certainly be required are up-skilling jobs for life-skills and 

lifelong leammg. 

9. Customer Service: Hospitality, retail, banking, and many other industri·es d 1 'th 

d · t1 Th ti · • ea wi customers 

rrec y. ere ore, customer service 1s a huge part of their busines I c. . 

ho th · f . . s. n manu1acturmg 

wever, e importance o customer service is often overlooked _ h' h · • ' 

customers can mean millions of dollars in lost sales AI I t' w ic is a mistake as lost 

cu~tomers to identify patterns and predict future o~t sou l~ns ~an analyze ~e behaviors of 

quickly identify is_sues and prioritize improvements fast com~s. will _ allo~ service providers to 
er an more efficiently m a variety of ways. 

The effects of globalization and advancement in techn I 
. o ogy on today's new economy 

I. Climate for Growth 

(a) No apparent threat of recessions 

(b) Expansion without increased inflation 

(c) No excessive debt 

(d) Balanced budget 
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2. Knowledge and Brain Power 

(a) Life Skills and Life-long learning 

(b )_ Digital literacy 

( c) Machine intelligence 

(d) Self-paced learning 

(e) Just-in-time education 

(f) Any place and any pace 

(g) Ability to innovate and learn 

(h) Leaming how to learn 

3. Industrial and Occupational Change 

(a) More people work in offices 

(b) More people work in service sector jobs 

• Improvement in processes, products and services 

• Dominance of machines on physical labour 

(c) Growth in high-skills and low-skills jobs 

• Soft skills basic in product manufacturing 

• Real time virtual industries 

(d) Increase in knowledge jobs requiring post-secondary, vocational or higher education 

4. Globalization 

(a) Increased international trade 

(b) Intensive competition 

(c) Innovation key to prosperity 

(d) Increasingly globalized and export driven 

(e) Competition-induced time-to-market consideration 

(f) Short product lifecycles 

5. Dynamism and Competition 

(a) Fast growing entrepreneurial companies 

(b) Embracement of entrepreneurial dynamism by investors 

(c) Networking and cooperation 

( d) Driver of innovation and growth 

(e) Mass customization and flexible production to meet customers' needs 

(f) Insecurity, instability and economic risks for workers 
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6. The Information Technology Revolution 

(a) Omnipresence of microchips 

(b) Dramatic decrease in price of computing 

• Decrease in data cost facilitates global communications 

The new economy is one where risk, uncertainty, com~etition and constant change are not the 

exception but the main rule of life-skills and lifelong learmng. 

Conclusion 
Artificial intelligence is a game-changing technology for any industry. As the technology matures 

and costs drop, AI is becoming more accessible for companies. Education systems that are 

responsive to labour market demands will incorporate AI both in the way the TVET system 

operates and in the education and training provided to students. Changes in practice are needed to 

prepare students not only for the current labour markets, but also for future disruptions. AI is now 

an augmentation to human work and nothing can be a substitute of human intelligence and the 

ability to adapt to unexpected changes. 

Recommendations 

1. TVET providers should seek to engage as drivers of AI innovation as well as suppliers of talent. 

2. TVET institutions should begin planning and commencement of AI programmes towards 

workforce upgrade for the new economy. 

3. Higher institutions should invest now in AI and commence teacher training in TVET. 
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